Now What?
It's been just a short time since we learned of the results of the 2016 U.S.
Presidential election. No matter how the election turned out, we would've had
a new President-Elect. Some people would be elated and others devastated
(sounds like what I said about Cubs and Indians fans). To the surprise of many
pollsters, Mr. Trump is the one who will be taking the oath of office on January 20.
Coming into this particular election, emotions such as frustration and fear seemed
to rule the day. Now that the Election Day has passed, they've shifted to gloating
and grief, from what I've been observing. What's behind all of that?
If you've taken the Disciple Bible Study course, you will be familiar with a section at
the beginning of each chapter called "The Human Condition." As I've gone through
this study several times, I found myself resonating with these conditions. Perhaps
this one described the way many people felt before going to the ballot: "We cannot
tolerate political disorder and confusion. We swing between desiring unity born of
faithfulness and wanting to do 'our own thing.' We need leadership. Please, somebody give us a sense of direction."
Truly, we need leaders in government and other avenues of life who will provide
direction for us. Our nation would be in complete disarray without solid leadership.
Yet, too often, we vote in the hopes of finding that one person who can make everything right and are then disappointed when things don't go the way we had hoped.
But, the mistake I think we make is this: we tend to put leaders in place and then
abdicate our role in being involved. Another "Human Condition" statement puts
it this way: "We demand leaders, hoping they will bring security and peace. We
want our leaders to make decisions for us, to tell us what to do so we won’t have
to take responsibility for ourselves and our actions. But power tends to corrupt;
and we discover our leaders, like us, have feet of clay."
Just because we've voted doesn't mean that we are done. Especially for us as people who claim the name of Christ Jesus. I wouldn't expect wonderful Christ-like behavior from every person in the wake of any election, but as people called Christian,
we are held to a higher standard, and we should be. As I've expressed to my Facebook friends, "Our children are watching and listening." At least, I know that my kids
are, and they are befuddled by the way we so easily get upset with one another,
demeaning people who disagree with us.
So, now what? I believe that we need to express fewer empty platitudes on social
media and do more honest listening to people who need to be valued. Yes, I believe
that God is still in control no matter who would have won the election, but we need
to recognize that there are many people out there living in fear of what the results of
this election will mean for them. We should turn off CNN, Fox News, and MSNBC
and have real honest-to-goodness conversations with our neighbors. We should
step out and see what's going on in our schools and connect with the young people
who will be our next generation of voters. We should pray fervently for our elected
officials and support them as they govern, holding them accountable if and when
they fail to live up to their responsibilities. You can think of other ways to add to this
list...
There is much work and reconciliation to be done. But my hope rests in the fact that
there are no better people equipped to do that work than the followers of Jesus,
whose mission was to reconcile people to God and people to each other.
Ok Church, let's get back to work!
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